January 9, 2018 Service Learning Committee


Absent- Alberto González Valdés, David Paquette, Dennis McCunney

Agenda Item: Almitra looked into SL Designation on Transcript

Discussion: Almitra mentioned a name change to suffice as SL Designation, but that may not work for all courses
Delta mentioned that WI shows up on transcript, so can SL be shown as well?

Additional Assigned Duties: Almitra will follow up and ask about WI model, reach out to undergraduate curriculum.

Agenda Item: SL Teaching Award

Discussion: Rebecca drafted SL Award criteria, CLCE previously went to the awards committee with award info. Our committee would like input on criteria.

Incorporation of SL into professional development.

Followed Scholarship of engagement as model

We would like to see full packet of info that CLCE took to Awards Committee.

1- Do we want to try for this year? Ceremony is in April. Start it next year
Make sure that there is an agenda item for SL Award on each SL Committee meeting to keep up with progress of SL Award.

2- Should include faculty members (and SL Univ Committee members). 4-5 faculty members, and 2 or 3 from SL Univ Committee, and members of CLCE.

3-Is this an award from CLCE (student affairs) or is it a Faculty Senate award that is parallel to other teaching awards? Through CLCE or Center for Faculty Excellence?

Additional Assigned Duties: Nancy will ask for packet from CLCE, and then we reach out to Awards committee to find out next steps.

Agenda Item: New Business- Next Steps

Discussion: Reviewed Logic Model

- Charge is on hold, one upcoming change (having SL Com member on Honors College committee)
- Align with UCC, but not sure we need to continue with this, as we will not be using curriculog (WI does not follow curriculog).

- Provost was unaware of letter, time line/checklist

- now we need to pick something else on Logic Model to move forward with...

Certificate? Starts with transcript, then ask- how do we recognize students who take SL classes? Can CLCE track students that take CLCE classes?

Is a SL Certificate program possible?

*A later step would be to market SL and SL Designation

Recognizing Engagement

**Additional Assigned Duties:** Rose Bailey will look into certificate programs and will check into requirements,

Talk to John Stiller, could go to Faculty senate to garner support to get feedback- can report without action item.

Karen Sumney, institutional planning and assessment (IPAR)

---

**Agenda Item:** Announcements

**Discussion:**
- Almitra will update SharePoint with documents from last meeting.

Adjourn at 3:30...